Abstract: This experiment measured auditory filters under the same conditions in which overshoot was measured, to examine the relationship between filtering and overshoot. Thresholds for brief tones in a masker were measured with and without a precursor, The difference between threshold with no precursor and that with a precursor was defined as overshoot. Filter functionsfor the brief tones were measured with probes fixed 10 dB above the threshold levels determined in the overshoot experiment, with and without a precursor. On average, filters were markedly broader, and the signal-to-noise ratio, k, was lower, following a precursor. There was no clear relationship, however, between the change in filters with and without a precursor and the amount of overshoot.
INTRODUCTION
Previous research has shown that threshold for a brief tone in a long-duration masking noise decreases as the onset of the tone is delayed from the onset of the noise, an effect known as overshoot (e.g. 3) , It has been hypothesized that one factor underlying the overshoot effect may be narrowing of auditory filters with stimulation (1), although this is unlikely to be the sole factor. Filters measured with the probe at the onset of a masker have been found to be wider than those measured with the probe delayed from the onset of the masker (2), providing some support for this hypothesis. Filter shapes have not been measured under the same conditions present in overshoot experiments, however, therefore this was the focus of the present study.
METHOD
In the overshoot experiment, thresholds measured for 10-ins pure tone probes in a 200-ms white noise masker, using a 31FC adaptive tracking task. Probe onset was 2 ms after masker onset, and probe frequency was 1 or 4 kHz. The masker was preceded either by silence, or by a 200-ms white noise precursor. The masker spectrum level was Oor 20 dB. The precursor, when present, was at the same level as the masker, and precursor offset was 5 ms afier masker onset (where offset and onset are defined as the O-amplitude points). The precursor was used instead of just delaying the probe from the onset of the masker so that in the filter experiment the precursor could be manipulated independently of the masker used to estimate the filter shape.
Filter shapes were then measured using the notched noise method. The temporal relationships between the probe, masker and precursor were the same as those above. The probe level was fixed at 10 dB above the threshold level measured in the corresponding condition in the overshoot experiment, that is for a masker spectrum level of Oor 20 dB, with and without a precursor at the same level. The precursor, when present, was the same white noise used in the overshoot experiment. The masker was now a notched noise, which was varied to determine detection threshold for the probe. Symmetric and asymmetric notch positions were used, for a total of 13 notch positions for most conditions. Filter shapes were then estimated individually for each subject and condition.
Three normal-hearing listeners were tested individually in a double-walled sound-attenuating booth, through ER-2 insert earphones. Fig. 1 presents results for the 4-kHz probe. Filters measured with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) a broadband precursor are shown for the three subjects for probe levels set according to the masker level in the overshoot experiment, Oor 20 dB spectrum level. Also shown in each figure is the amount of overshoot measured in the overshoot experiment in that condition, and the signal-to-noise ratio k for each filter. The general trend is for filter bandwidth to be markedly broader after a precursor as compared to with no precursor. K is in general smaller with a precursor, that is, the filter appears to be broader but more efficient following a precursor, in general.
RESULTS
There was not a consistent relationship between the change in filtering with and without a precursor and the amount of overshoot. For example in the second column of Fig. 1, subject 2 Relotive Frequency (Hz)
Figurel.
Filters measured with a4-kHzprobe inanotched-noise mmkerwith (solid lines) mdwithout (dmhedlines) a precursor. Data forthethree subjects areshown across columns. Across rows, probe mdprecursor levels were setaccording to results from the overshoot experiment when the masker level was20dBand
OdB. The masker level in the~experiment was varied to determine threshold. Also shown ineachpanel aretheamount ofovershoot inthatcondition, mdthesignal-to-noise ratio kfor each filter. in k with a precursor for both the low and high masker level conditions, although in the top panel this subject had 10 dD of overshoot, and in the bottom panel he had none. On the other hand, S 1 showed large increases in bandwidth and decreases ink in the conditions in which she showed overshoot, shown in the first column of Fig. 1 , but showed much smaller changes in the conditions in which she did not show overshoot ( 1 kHz conditions, not shown).
In summary, there are on average clear changes in filtering with a precursor, even though the probes are all a fixed amount above threshold for that condition. There is not a cIear relationship between filter changes and the amount of overshoot.
